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By Daniel Defoe

Classic Editions, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 124 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Woben Lakwa is the Haitian Creole
adaptation of Daniel Defoe s (1719) masterpiece, Robinson Crusoe. This classic book tells the
thrilling story of the adventurer, Robinson Crusoe (Woben Lakwa). At the beginning of the book, the
young Englishman is bored with his mundane existence and longs for travel and independence.
Woben launches himself into an adventure in a world that is rapidly shrinking due to nautical
science and the explosion of European colonialism. Woben travels to Africa and Brazil; finally he
shipwrecks on a small Caribbean island near Trinidad. That is where he spends 28 years struggling
to stay alive and escape his desperate isolation. Woben Lakwa is an exciting novel that recounts the
hard-knock life of an Atlantic wayfarer. Woben s survival strategies, his encounter with African,
Brazilian and Caribbean people, and the violent measures he takes to secure his rescue have
fascinated readers for centuries. Woben Lakwa provokes thought about colonialism, slavery and
the consequences of European racial and religious ideologies in Africa and the Americas. The book
includes a 13 page introduction by...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf will never be straightforward to begin on looking at but really entertaining to read through. I really could comprehended everything out of this
composed e pdf. I am just very easily could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Dr. Mallory Bashirian Sr.-- Dr. Mallory Bashirian Sr.

These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Lenna Beatty III-- Prof. Lenna Beatty III
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